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ABSTRACT

ln this paperwe prove the existence of mild solutions of nonlinear mixed
integrodifferential inclusions in Banch spaces. The results are obtained by using
the resolvent operators and a fixed point theorem for multivatued maps on locally
convex topological spaces.
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1" Introduction

The existence of mild, strong and classical solutions for differential and

integrodifferential equations in abstract spaces have been studied by several
authors 12,4-5, 12-141. The existence of a resolvent operators for an
integrodifferential equations in Banach spaces has been established by Grimmer

[8]. Based on [8] Lin and Liu[10] studied the existence of mild solutions of the
semilinear integrodifferential equations with nonlocal conditions by using the
Banach flxed point theorem. Balachandran and Sakthivel [3] studied the existence

theorem for nonlinear integrodifferential equations in Banach spaces. Avgerinos
and Papageorgior: [1], Papageorgiou [15,16], and Benchohra [7]discussed the
existence of solutionsforflrsl orderdifferentialinclusions on unbounded intervals.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of mild solutions fora nonlinear
mixed integrodifferential inclusion of the form
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- A tu(t) *f o 
f g-s1u (sJ dsJ e G (t,u, ftn k (t,s,u(s11ds, (1)

/l h$,s,u1sYds), t e1 =[0,m],

u(0) = uo,

where G:lxXxX xX -+ 2*isa bounded, closed, convex multivalued map

k: a x X + x, h : a x x -+ X, are given functions, where 6 = {(t,s) : 0 <s < t <

co), uo e X, F{A'. Y -> Y, AF(.)u(.)eLL(l,X), F(t) eB (X), te I and for u e X, F' (t) uis

continuous in fe /, where B(X) is the space of all bounded linear operators on X

and Y is the Banach space formed from D(A), thr ilornan of A endowed with the

graph norm. T is a real constant, A is the irifinitesimal generator of a strongly

continuous semigroup in a Banach space X. The method we are going to use is

to reduce the problem (1) to search for fixed points of a suitable multivalued

map on the Frechet space C (l,X) and we make use of a fixed point theorem

due to Ma [11] for multivalued rnaps in locally convex topological spaces.

2. Preliminaries

ln this section we introduce the notations, definitions and prelirninary facts

frorn multivalued analysis which are used throughout the paper. Let rn be a

positive integer and l. = [0,m]. C (l,X) is the liner metric Frechet space of

coniinuous functions from l into Xwith the metric

du

dt

d(u,z) =

€
v
./-1
m=A

for each u,z e C(l,X),

where llrll, = sup tll u(t)ll: t 1,). B(R denotes the Banach space of bounded

linear operators from X into X. A measurable function u: I *X is Bochner

intergrable if and only if lul is Lebesgue intergrable. LelLl (,X) denote the

Banach space of continuous functions u '. I - X which are Bochner intergrable

normed by

ll ull., = Jl llu(t)ll: dt,

and lJris a neighbourhood of 0 in C (l,X) defined by

tJ,= tu e c(t,X): llull,<r)
for each m e N. The convergence in C(l/) isthe uniform convergence on

compact intervals, that is u.--+ uin CA,X)if and only if foreach *,llu,- ull, *0in

2''llu-ziltt ttm

i
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C {1,,n BSj-r o. BCC (n denotes the set of all nonempty bounded, closed and

convex subsets ofX.

A multivalued map G : X *2" is convex (closed) valued if C(x) is convex

{close<J) for all x e X. G is bounded on bounded sets if G(B) = U O 1x; is
xeB

bounded in X for any bounded set I of X (that is, sup {sup {ll ull : u e G(x)}}<-).

G is called upper semi continuous on X if for each xoeX the set G(x) is a

nonempty, closed subset of X and if for each open subset B of X containing

G(x), there exists an open neighourhood A of xosuch that C(A, e B. G is said

to be completely continuous if G(B) is relatively compact for every bounded

subset B c: X.lf the multivalued map G is completely continuous with non empty

compact values, then G is upper semicontinuous if and only if G has a closed

graph (i.e.,4+Xo, un-+ tto, une Gx, imply u;€ Gxo. Now we shall define the solution

of the problem (1).

Definition 2.1. A continuous solution u (t)of the integral inclusion

u(t) e R(t)uo+ 7' R1t-s,)o (t,r,/," k(s,r,u(r))dr,{or h(s,r,u,(r))or)as

is called mild solution of (1) on 1, where R(0 is a resolvent operator of (1) with G

= 0 and R(fl e BQQ fort e lsatisfying the following conditions (see[8]) :

(a) R(0) = 1(the identity operator on )Q,

(b) for all x e X R(flx is continuous for t € I.

(c) R(t) € BCO, f e L For y eY, R(t)ye C,[0,b],X) n c([0,b],Y) and

R(0y = Al,R(oy + 7' r1r-s; R(s) ydsl

= R(0 ey * Jro R(-s) AF(s) yds, t e I.

We assume the following conditions :

(i) G:1x Xx Xx X -+ BCC(X) is measurablewith respecttotforeach
:, 

= X uppersemi continuouswith respect to u for each f e land foreach ue
3i'..)Q thesetSn,,=19e L1(/;E:g(0€G(4u(0,{*1t,qu1s))ds,foh1t,s,u(s)ds)
': r a e. f € 1) is non empty.

(ii) There exists functions a(t), b(f1 e C (1,X) such that

I ri k(t,s,u)as I < e(f) ll ull and I /'h(t,s,u1ds I <b(0 ll u ll for a.e f,se l,u e X.
' O t - \/ ll tt tJu

(iii) The resolvent operator R(t) is compact such that max*llR(fl ll<M,
where M >0.

d

dt
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(iv) There exists a functions r, (0 € L1(1;R.) such that

llc(t,u,v,w) li< "(0 
a (iluil + ll vll + llwii)

for a,e t € I, u e x where f): Rr-+ (0,o) is continuous, increasing funetion

satisfyins r, (a(0 x + b($D < a (04 (x) + b(fl a ff) and

M !o' o(s) (1 + 0(s) + b(s))ds. {=fti

for each mwhere c = Mlluoll.

(v) For each neighbourhood Uo of 0, u e Urand f e lthe set

{R(9uo + 7* R6-s; g(s) ds, g € Sn,J

is relatively comPact.

Lemma 2.1 tgl. Let 1be a compact real interval and X be a Babach space. Let

G be a multivalued map satisfying (i) and let f be a linear continuous mapping

from L1(1,X) to C(I,X), then the operator

f o Sn: C(1,X) *X (I'o S") (Y) = (S",r)

is upper semi continuous in Cg,X) ' C(/,X)'

Lemma2.2llll.LetXbealocallyconvexspace'LetN:X''2xbeacompact
convex valued, upper semi continuous multivalued map such there exists a

closed neighbourho od tJrof 0 for which N(Uo) is a relatively compact set for

each positive integerp. lf the set ( = {y e X:Xy e /V(y)} forsome 7' >1 is

bouncied, then N has a fixed Point.

Remark l9l.lf dim X< m afld 1 is a compact real interval, then for each u e c({

X), Sn., is nonemPtY.

3. Main Result
Theorem 3.1. !f the assumptions (i)-(v) are satisfied, then the initial value problem

(1) has at least one mild soiution on 1.

Proof. A solution to (1) is a fixed point forthe multivalued map

N: C(1, X)--+ 2csxr

defined bY

N(u) = {u e C(I,X) : y(f) = R(f)uo+ /i n1r-s1g1s)ds, g € Sn,J,

where

SG,, = {g e L1(1, X) : g(0 € G(t,u,/'rk((s,u(s))ds, l' lrils,uis)ds) for a'e t € 4'

First we shall prove N(u) is convex for each u e C(1, X' Let Y,'!re N(u)'

then there exists 9.,,9, e Sn,, such that

y,(0 = R(r)uo + /i n1t-";s1"1ds,i = 1 ,2,1€ I
Let 0 < k, < 1, then for each t € 1we have

.'ld
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(k,y, + (1 -k,)yrX = R(f) uo + /. n1t-s1 1r., g, (s)+ (1 -k,)or(s)) ds.

Since S^,, is convex, thus ky,+(1-k)yre N(u)" Hence A/(u) is convexfor each u

€ c(1, E.
Let {.lo= { ue C(1, X);llull <p}be a neighbourhood of 0 in C(1, X) and ue

U", then for each y e N(u) there exists g e Sa,u such that for t e 1, we have

liy(0ll < llnrotllir.lll /i lln(t-") Illlg(s)llas
g Mllu.il+Mf' cr(s) o (llull+ c(flllull+o14llulllos

< Mllu.ll ** looc(s)(o (llull)*a(0 o (llulll+014o(llull))os

s Mll u,ll + M .['ou(s)(1 +a(s)+o(s)o(ll ull)ds

< Mlluoll+tttllall,,u,r ll(t * o (s) + b(s))ll sup.ei (llull)
ueU,

Hence N(U) is bounded in C(1,X) for each positive integer p.

Next we shall prove lV(Uo) is equicontinuous set in C(I,X) for each positive

inleger p. Let t., t2, € 1,, t,< t, then for all h e N(u), u e UP we have

lly(r,) - v(t,)ll < ll(R(f,)'R(t,)) ,oll*ll .{" (R(t,-s) - R(t,-s))s(u)dsll

+ l11Ln6,-sys(u)dsll

< il(R(fJ -R(r,) uoll+ 114qtn(f, - s) - R(f, - s))g(u)dsll

+ M(tz -t,) I" lls(u)llos.
Hence by Ascoli-Azela theorem we conclude that N(Uo) is relatively compact

inc(t,X).
Now we shall prove that N is upper semi continuous.

Let u, -) Lt., yne N(u) and yn- yo" We shall prove that yo e

means that there exists g, e So,,,such that

y,(0 = R(0 uo+ ['R(f-s) g,(s)ds, r € 1.

We must prove that there exists %€ So,, such that

y,(0 = R(f) uo+ f R(f-s) go(s)ds, t e .r.

The idea is then to use the fact that y, --r yo; and y,- R(t)uoe I(Su,,) where

0gXrl = 7'R1t - s)g(s)ds, t e 1.

So we considerthe functions u",!n- R(0 uo,g, defined on the interval [k,k+'l]for
any k e /V U {0}. Then using Lemma 2.1 , in this case we are able to say that (2)

is true on the compact interval lk,k+11, that is,

[%(0],**.,,= R(fluo + 
1o' Rqt - s) gi (s)ds

for a suitable L1- selection Ef of G(t,u,/o'k(t,s,u)ds, frfrlt,s,u;As; on the interval

lk,k+11, Let go(t) = gJ (0 for I e lk,k+11. We obtain that go is an L1- selection and

N(u), yn e /V(u,)

(z)

f-i+-*,'-
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(2) willsatisfied. Clearly we have ll(y"- R(0u.) - (yo- R(fluJii* -'0 3s /? -+ c'

Consider for all k e N U {0}, the mapping

S" : C (tlr,r< +11, X) -+ L1(lk,k+11, X),

y -' {,= tO e L1(lk,k+11, X) : g(t) e G(t,u f' k(f,s,u)ds, f' h(t,s,u;os)

for a.e. f e ([k,k +1]i.

Now we consider the linear continuous operators

lr: L1([k,k +1], X) * C {lk,k +11, X),

g *lxGX0 = 4'R1r-s;g1s;os'

From Lemma 2.1 it follows that f*o .{ is upper ccntinuous for all k e N U t0}'

Moreover, we have

U,(O - R(0uo)11*,**r1€ f r(d",)
and u,-+ u.. From Lemma 2.1we nave {rr(0 - R(f)u0)l 1*r+r1€ 

r*(4,"),

U,@ - R(OuJl 
1*,**,1 

= l"t'-"1 gi (s) ds for some gJ'gl,"
Hence the functions g defined on 1by % (0 =gJ (fl fort € [k,k +1] is in Sq,-'

Therefore /V(U") is relatively compact for each p and N is upper semi continuous

with convex closed values. Finally we prove the set e = {u e C(I,X); }'u e Nu}

for some l" >1 is bounded.

Let i,u = Nu for some l, >1 then there exists g e Su,such that

u(0 = 1.-'R(Quo + ?t" I: R(f-s)g(s)ds, t e r,

ll u(0 
I I < M ll u,ll+ ttrt /t u(s) (1 + c(s)+b(s))o( [l u ll )as.

Let u(r) = Mllu,ll *M l"u(s)(1+c(s)+o(s))o(llull)ds,
then we have u(0) = Mllu.ll = c and llu(0ll< u(0,1 e 1,. using the increasing

character of Q we get

u(0<M cr(0(1 +CI(f)+b(o) f) (u(0), t € 1,.

This proves for each t e 1*that

o(u)

This inequality implies that there exists a constant Mo such that u(f) < Ma,l e I^,

and hence ilrll- < Mowhere Modepends on m and on the functions ct, o, f).

Hence ( is bounded. Thus by Lemma 2.2 N has a fixed point which is a mild

solution of (1).
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